
land the Gordon Stakes (Group 3) at

Goodwood and the Great Voltigeur

Stakes (Group 2) at York, before

finishing third in the St Leger.

The great Yavana’s Pace (pictured
left) created his own piece of history in

August at Cologne. In landing the Credit

Suisse Private Banking Pokal under

Keith Dalgleish, the Accordion gelding

became the first 10-year-old horse to win

a Group 1 race in Europe, while

Systematic also made his mark, landing

the Listed Troy Stakes at Doncaster in

September.

EANTIME Scott’s View

made headlines, partly

because of his seven wins

during the year, but also because while

ante-post favourite for the Ebor

Handicap at York he was denied a run. A

maximum field of 22 saw him eliminated

by one place, despite being rated higher

than many of the older horses allowed to

run.

All in all, 2002 was a memorable year

for the yard; then, as now, the Johnston

stable was focused on achieving the best

possible results for owners. In that

respect, Emma’s comments have hit the

nail on the head. Indeed, nothing much

has changed. 

WENTY YEARS ago next

month a youthful Mark Johnston

was featured on the front cover

of the racing and bloodstock magazine,

Pacemaker, with the headline: Another

banner season for the yard.

‘Nothing much has changed  --  apart

from many more winners’, said racing

and bloodstock journalist Emma Berry,

who came across the edition recently as

she waded through her hefty collection

of copies of the now-defunct Pacemaker.  

Emma kindly forwarded the Klarion a

copy of that front page, and it prompted

the Klarion to look back at the 2002

campaign for what was then Mark

Johnston Racing. It was a memorable

season for all sorts of reasons.

That year 134 British wins were

recorded from 748 runs, the yard’s

highest total of winners to that point,

giving a strike rate of 18%. It was also

the first year that the stable broke

through the £2 million barrier in

domestic prize-money.

Looking back at the big race results of

2002, MJR achieved some notable

successes, and was involved in its fair

share of controversy. At Royal Ascot,

Royal Rebel made history by retaining

his Gold Cup crown for Peter Savill.

Winless since his 2001

triumph in the race, the

Robellino gelding

defied odds of 16/1

under a

determined ride

from Johnny

Murtagh to defeat

the favourite,

Vinny Roe, by a

neck in a

memorable finish.

After the race,

both Johnny

Murtagh and

Frankie Dettori,

who rode the third

horse, Wareed,

were suspended for

excessive use of

the whip, and Peter

Savill was even

called before the

Ascot stewards to

confirm the pre-

race instructions he

had given to

Murtagh.

There is little

doubt that despite

being the recipient

of a dreaded

Timeform squiggle, which suggests a

horse is unreliable for temperamental or

other reasons, Royal Rebel was a

fantastic horse when he was in the mood.

In 2002, only Sagaro had won the Gold

Cup more than twice, and Royal Rebel

joined a select band of dual winners

including Le Moss, Kayf Tara and

Ardross.

Also at Royal Ascot, Mr Abdulla

Buhaleeba’s Zindabad produced a gutsy

display in the Group 2 Hardwicke

Stakes, dictating the pace before

fending off rivals Storming Home

and Millenary in a tight finish. 

In winning at Ascot, the Shirley

Heights six-year-old earned a

Timeform rating of 126, at that

stage right up there with the very

best horses Mark had trained –

only Bijou d’Inde and Fruits of

Love had bettered that rating!

In the 2002 Lingfield Derby

Trial, Bandari created something

of a sensation, landing the race

by 13 lengths, the best winning

distance in a British Pattern race

for many a season.

Snapped up by Sheikh

Hamdan as a Derby prospect,

the son of Alhaarth flopped at

Epsom, but bounced back to

T
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20 years on - and
plus ça change!

M


